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MODULAR FORMS AND DONALDSON INVAHJANTS FOR 4-MANIFOLDS

WITH b+ = 1

LOTHAR eÖTISCHE

1. INTRODUCTION

The Donaldson invariants of a smooth simply connected 4-manifold X depend by definition on

the choice of a Riemannian metric g. In case b+(X) > 1 they turn out to be independent of the

metric as long as it is generic, and tlms give Coo-invariants of X.

We study the case b+(X) = 1, where the invariants have been introduced in [1<0]. We denote

by ~~',~ the Donaldson invariant of X with respect to a !ift Cl E H 2(X , 7L.) of W2(P) for an 50(3)

bundle P on X with -PI (P) - 3 = N. I<otschick and Morgan showed in [K-M] that the invariants

only depend on the chamber of the period point of 9 in the positive cone H 2 (X , IR)+ in Jl2(X, lR).

For two rnetrics 91, 92, whieh do not Iie on a wall they express $;'% - <1>; ,gNJ as the sum over eertain
I, I,

wall-crossing terms ~tN I where € runs over all classes in H 2 (X , 7L.) which define a wall between 91

and 92. They also make the following conjecture.

Conjecture 1.1. [K-M] O[,N is a polynomial in the multiplication by € and the quadrotic form Qx

on H 2 (X , IZ) whose coefficients depend only on e, N and the homotopy type 01 x.

John Morgan and Peter Ozsvath have told me that the)' are now able to prove the conjectllre

[M-O].

In previous joint papers [E-G 1],[E-G2] with Geir Ellingsrud we have studied the wall-crossing

terms O!,N in the case of algebraie surfaces 5 with Pg =O. In [E--G 1] we expressed (for so called

good walls) the ~t,N in terms of ehern classes of some "standard" bundles on Hilbert Behemes of

points on 5, and proceeded to compute the leading 6 terms of o[,N (similar results were also obtained

in [F-Q]). In [H-P] a Feynman path integral aproach to this problem is developed , and some of the

leading terms of the wall-crossing formulas are determinecl.

In [E-G2], which builds on [E-Gl], we restrict to the case of rational surfaces and use the Bott

resiclue formula ta compute the ~t,N exp1icitly (wit.h help of the computer). As an application) using

also the blowup formllias, we computed e.g. the Donaldson invariants of IF 2 of degree smaller then

50.

In [K-L] the wall-crossing formulas had already been used in combination with thc blowup formu

las to eompute Donaldson invariants of IF 2 and IF 1 X IF 1 and to show in particular that neither lF2 nor
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IF 1 X IF 1 is of simple type. Their ealculations al60 showed that the blowup formulas impose rest,rie

tions on the wall-erossing formulas, although this is not pursued systematieally there. The authors

did howevcr expeet that this ean be used to determine many (arid possibly all) the wall-erossing

formulas for rational surfaces.

In the eurrent paper we want to show that in fact, assuming eonjecture LI, one ean determine

the O[N completely for all X and all walls in H 2(X, IR)+ by nse of the blowup formulas. We will

determ ine a universal generating funetion A(L, Q, x, t l r) wh ich expresses aH 0[N for all X, N and

~. Here r is a parameter [rom the complex upper half plane, L,Q and x stand for the multiplication

with ~, the quadratic form and the class of a point, and the exponent of t is the signature of X. It

turns out that A(L, Q, X, t, r) is an exponentional expression in certain modular forms (with respeet

to r). As an application of our results we also get a modular forms expressions for aH t,he Donaldson

invariants of the projective plane 1P'2. Already in [K-L] it. had been shown thaI. the Donaldson

invariants of IF 2 and Pt x 1F t are determined by the wall-crossing formltlas on the blowup of IF 2 in

two points. "Ve Hse instead a simple fact due to Qin: on a rational r\lled surface the Donaldson

invariants with respect 1.0 a first ehern class Cl with odd restrietion 1.0 a fibre vanish for a special

chamber Cp.

The results of this paper should be seen in comparison with the new developments of Seiberg

Witten theory [5- "V] l[\V 1] which suggesI. a connection between the Donaldson invariants and modular

forms: the Donaldson invariants (and also the Sei berg-Wit tell invariants) are seen as degenerations

of supersymmetric theories, parametrized by the l' u- plane" (i .e. the modular curve IHI/ r (2) ) . In

fact Witten informed me that, he ia currently trying 1.0 determinc wall-crossing formulas and {,he

Donaldson invariants of the projective plane by integrating over the u-plane (see also [W2]). The

results should also be related to the current work [P-Tl towards proving the conjectural relationship

between Seiberg-"Vitten and Donaldson invariants.

The main tool for getting ollr result are the blowup formulas, which for 4-manifolds with b+ = 1

I learned from [K-L]. Let S: := X #F2 (e.g. if X is an algebraic surface, we ean take Si to be

the blowup of X at a point). The idea is very simple: Ir C is achamber in }f2(X,IR)+ and Cis a

related chamber (see below), then there is a formula relating the Donaldson invariants of X with

respeet 1.0 C and those of X with respect 1.0 C. SO let now C_ and C+ be two chambers separated

by the wall W€, then in general there are several walls between the related chambers C_ and C+ on

}'(, but it is very easy 1.0 determine them. We can therefore express the wall-crossing term O[;N as

folIows. We apply the blowup formulas to the rel ated ch arn bers C_ I C_ and C+, C+ alld add up t, he

wall-crossing terms for all walls between C_ and C+. This gives recursive relations. After encoding

our information into a generating function Ax(L, Q, :I:, t, Tl, these rccursive relations translate iuto

differential equations, which enable us 1.0 determine Ax up 1.0 multiplication by a universal function

A(r). Unlike the case of I.he blowu p formu las in [F-S], the moelular forms enter the forrTl;u las already

as the coefficients of the differential equations; they arize as theta fundions for lattices describing

the walls between related chambers.

Inorder to fi nally dctermine ,\ (r) we consider the particu lar case X
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We note that by definition Of.N =0 if edoes not definc a wall of type (N). Finally we put

x '"' Xoe := L.J 0eN'
N?:.O

If t is an indeterrninate, we wri te of Cr:JN aNtN) ror ~N O{,N (erN)tN I alld similarly ror ~~,g .

Reluark 2.8. Thcre is a small su btlety about thc defi ni tion of (~~~ in (1). If w i= 01 then 1 given a

chamber C in H 2 (X, IR) + or type (w, N), there is a unique related cham ber Ce in H 2 (X, IR) + of type

(w + e, N + 1) consisting of aB Jl + aE with Jl E C and a E IR suffieiently smal!. If w = 0, however,

E defines a wall of type (e, N + 1) separating two chambers C: (corresponding to a > 0) and C;

(corresponding to a < 0) of type (e, N + 1), whieh are both rel ated to C. <I>~~ is sti II well-defi ned 1

as O&n+l)E,N+1 (~2k+la) = 0 for N eongruent to 1 modulo 4: By conjeeture 1.1 (and the extension

4.3 to AN(X)) O~,N+I (pr.) is a polynomial in Ls and Qx' N + 1 is even and E· a = O.

Similarly, if w i= 0, then there is a unique related ehamber Co in H 2 (X, R)+ of type (w, N). If

w = 0, then there are two related ehambers separated by a wall defined by 2E, but ofnE,N(E2k er) = O.

2.4. Vanishing on rational ruled surfaces. An important rule both in the proof of the main

theorem and in the application to Donaldson invariants of thc projcetive plane is played by the

following elementary vanishing result. Let S be a rational ruled surface, and let F, E E H 2 (S, Z) be

the classes of a fibre of the projection to JIl'1 and a seetion respeetively. For an ample divisor H let

.A1fI (Cl, C2) be the moduli space of H -stable torsion-free sheaves with ehern c1asses (Cl, C2) .

LeUllna 2.9. [Q2] Assume Cl . F = 1, theu Mj,+(s (Cl, C2) is empty /01' all sufficiently small ! > O.

In particular, given N 2: 0, we gel <}l;;~.J(E = 0 J01' oll sufficiently small f: > O.

3. MAIN THEOREM

\Ve want to express the waB-crossing formulas in terms of the q-development of certain modular

forms. We start by reminding the reader of some notations anel elementary facts (see e.g. [H-B-J],

[R]).

Notation 3.1. Let IHI = {r E Cl Im( r) > O} be thc complex upper half plane. We denote q = e21f
"iT

and ql/n = e27fiT/n. For a positive integer niet

Uk(n) := Ldk
dln

and urdd(n):= L dk.
dln, d odd

Let 1] ( T) := q1/24 TIn>°(1 - qn) be the Dirichlet eta-funetion ,and let .6. (T) = 1] ( T) 24 be the cl iscrim

inant. We denote

O(r) := L qn'J

nEZ

the theta function for the latice Z. \Ve also have the Eisenstein series

G2 (r) := -1/24 + L udn)qn
n?:.l
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mentioned result of Qin now says that , for first ehern dass Cl =F + C, the sum of the dasses of

the fibres in the two different directions , there are always t.wo different charnbers CF, CG of t.ype

(Cl, N) where the corresponding Donaldson invariants vanish. Therefore the surn of the Sf,N for all

c1asses ~ defining walls between CF and CG must be zero. This fact gives us an additional recursion

relation, a.nd with th is we can fi nally determine ..\ (T).

If we assume only a weaker form of the cOlljccture , namely if we a.llow Sf,N to depend on X,

rather than just on the homotopy type, then we still get our result for X a rational surface. If we

assume the conjecture anel the blowup fornmlas also in the case that X is Hot simply connected bllt

bl (X) = 0, then we can partially extend our result also to this case.

I am very thankful to Don Zagier , who proved lemma 4.11 for me. I woule! also like to thank John

Morgan and Stefan Bauer for very useful conversations. I would like to thank Dieter Kotschick for

sending me the preprint [K-L], which was very important both for [E-G2] and for this work. This

paper grew out of the joint work [E-Gl], [E-G2] with Geir ElJingsrud. Motivated by this work, and

basecl also on [K-L], I slowly realizeel the importace of the blownp rorrnulas in this context.. Also

the explicit formulas for the wall-crossing in [E-G2] were vcry important for me to keep confidencc

in my computations.

2. BACKGROUND MATERIAL

In this paper we will denote by X a simply connected smooth 4-manifold with b+(X) = 1 and

b2(X) ~ 2. We will assume conjecture 1.1.

Notation 2.1. For elements 11 E H 2 (X, Ql) and a E H 2 (X , Q) we denot.e by A· Q' E Q the canonical

pairing , by Ä. E H2 (X, 'E.) t,he Poincare dual and by 112 the nmnber A . A. We denote by Qx thc

quad ratic form on H2 (X, 7l) alld, for a dass TJ E H 2 (X, Q), by LTJ the linear form Q' ....-+ 1] . Q' Oll

H2 (X ,Q). Ifthere is no risk ofconfusion we denote by a the recluction of A E H 2(X , 71.) modulo 2.

For a smooth four-manifold X we denote by ..Y thc cOllnccted sum X #llD2 of X with TIJ'2 with the

reversed orientation, (e.g. if X is a smooth complex surface , then }( is the blowup of X in a point).

Let E be the image of the generator of H2 (i?2 I 1Z) in H 2 (X, 7l). \Ve will will always identi fy H2(X I iE)

with the kernel of Le on H 2(X t71). \Ve write e for thc reduction of E modulo 2.

Let. 9 be a Riemannian metric on X, and Panel 50(3) principal bundle with first Pontrjagin dass

pd?) = -(N + 3). \Ve denote by <I>~',~ the Donalelson invariant corresponding to P, the metrie 9

and t.he lift Cl E H2(X,iE) of W2(P). We use the conventiotls of e.g. [1"-5] which coincide up to a

power of 2 with the conventions of [Ko]. If X is an algebraic surface and H an ample divisor we will

write <l>x'/N
1 for the invariant with respect to the Fubini-Studi metric ineluced by H. Let pE Ho(X, 7l)

Cl,

be the dass of a point. Let AN(X) be the set of polynomials of weight N in H2 (X ,Q) EB Ho(X, Q),

where Q' E H 2(X, Q) has weight 1 anel p has weight 2. Then <I>~',~ is a linear map AN(X) ---+ Q.
X X x

We put <l>CI"~ := 0 if N is not congruent to -ci + 3 modulo 4 allel <I>c/9 := LN~O <l>Cl"~'
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and the 2-division value

e3(r):= 1/12+2LO"fdd(n)qn/2
n~l

We put f(r) := 7](2r)3/0(r), Then 7](2rL O(r), G2(2r), e3(2r) allel f(r) are modular forms ofweights

1/2,1/2, 2k, 2 and 1 respeetively for certain subgroups of SL(2,Z).

We will denot,e dlogq(g) := g-ldg/dq. Note that

(*) d lo~(glg2) = d lo~(gd + d logq(g2) and d lofSq (gdg2) = d lo~ (gd - d 10~(g2)'

Reluark 3.2. \Ve will use the following identities

(1) 1](2r)3 = L(-lt(n + 1/2)q(n+l/2)~,

nEZ

(2)

(4)

O(r) = 7](2r)5 ,
7J( r) 2 7] (4r) 2

q dlofSq(7](2r)) = -2G2(2r),

(3) f(r) = 1](r)21](4r)2,
7/(2r )2

(5) q d logq(O(r)) = -2G2(2r) - e3(2r).

Proof (1) and (2) are standard facts, following e.g. from {,he Jacobi ielentity. (3) follows from (2).

(4) follows by an easy calculation using (*), and, using also (2), the proof of (5) is similar. 0

The main result of this paper is the following.

Theorem 3.3. Let X be a simply connected 4-manifold with b+ = 1 and signature O"(X). Let

€ E H 2(X, 7L.) wilh ~2 < O. For a E H2(X, 'Z) denole

gf (az, x, r) := exp ((~/2. a)z/ f(r) - (Qx(a)/2)z2(2G 2(2r) + e3(2r))/1(r)2

-3xe3(2T)/ f( T)') O( T)"(X) f( T) L'>~\~l:T) .

Then
x ) {~/Ij x6{ (exp(az + ]Jx) = resq=o(q- 9{ (az, x, r)dq/q).

Rcmark 3.4. (1) One can see that this expression for 6f is not compatible with the simple

type condition. In particular given c E H 2 (X, Z) a 4-manifold X with b+ = 1 will be of

c-simple t,ype at, most for some special points in thc closure Cx of thc positive cone of X. lt

had already been shown in [K-L] that IF 2 is Hot of simple type and that there is no chamher

for which IF l x IF l is of simple type. It is easy to see from this that rational algebraic surfaces

X can be of simple type at most for special points in Cx.

(2) The expression res q=o(q-e/4 gf(az,x,r)dq/q) isjust the coefficicnt of qe/4 ofgf(az,x,r).

The current formulation is however more in trinsic. Note also timt dq / q = 2rridr.

(3) \Ve see that the coefficient gN-2r,r of zN-2r x r in !lf (az, x, r) is q-(N+3)/4 multiplied with

apower series in q In particular, if ~ defines a wall of j,ype (N), then q-{~/4gN_2r,r is a

Laurent series in q. If ~ with ~2 < 0 does not define a wall of type (N), then the constant

term of q-e/4gN_2r,r is zero.

(4) It would be interesting to know whether for classes ~ E H 2 (X, Z) with e 2: 0 tohe expression

resq=o (q -e/4gf (a z, x, r) dq / q) has a geometrical or gauge- theoretical mean ing.
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2.1. Walls and chanlbers.

Definition 2.2. (see e.g. [Ko], [K-M]) Let w E H 2(X,71/271) and N a nonnegative integer. Let

H 2 (X,IR)+ be the positive cone in H2 (X,IR). For< E H 2 (X,71) let

\Ve shall call W{ a wall of type (w, N), and say that it is c1efi ned by €, if w is the red uction of

€ modulo 2, N + 3 is congruent to €2 modulo 4 and -(N + 3) S; €2 < O. Note that any dass

€ E H 2 (X,71) with €2 < 0 will define a wall of type (tu, N) for suit,able N aIlCI w the reduetion of €
modu10 2; we will in this case say that edefines a wall of ty pe (N). A chamber of type (w, N) is a

connected component of the complement of the walls of type (tu, N) in H2 (X, IR) +.

For a Riemannian metric 9 on X we denote by w(g) E H2 (X, IR.) + the corresponding period point.

If (w, N) are given, ametrie is called generic if its period point w(g) c10es not lie on a wall of t.ype

(w,N). For A_,A+ E H 2 (X,IR) we denote by ~V:,N(A_,A+} the set of all € E H 2 (X,7l) defining

a wall of type (w, N) with € . Ä_ < 0 < € . .4+. \Ve put

Theorem 2.3. [K-M] Let Cl E H 2(x, 7l) and w the reduetioll of Cl modulo 2. For all € E H 2(X, 7l)

defining a wall of type (w, N) we put e(cI,e, N) := (5N + 3 + €2 + (e - cI)2)/4. There exists

5[1'.' : SymN (H2(X, Q)) -----+ Q such that for all generic metries g+ and 9_ with w(g+) and w(g_) in

the same conneeted component of H 2(X, IR)+

1>x,g+ _ ~X,g_ = '"'"' (_l)~(cl ,{,N)5X .
cl,N cI,N ~ {,l'.'

(EW;,N(w(g- ),w(H))

x XFurthermore l ijW(gl) = -w(g), then ~Cl"~ = -~Cl"~'

Remark 2.4. (1) Our sign conventions are different from those of [K-M] and [I<-L]. In fact

the sign is chosen in order to give the leading term L~-2dQ1 (with d = (N + 3 +e2)/4) of

5[1'.' a positive eoeffieient.

(2) In the future we will always implicitely asslImc that all the metrics that we consider have

their period point in the same eonneeted component of H 2 (X, IR.)+.

(3) By theorem 2,3 we ean write ~~',~ := ~~',~ for any metric 9 with w(g) in the chamber C.

2.2. Blowup formulas. The blowup formulas relate the Donaldson invariants of a 4-manifold Y

and Y = Y #rF2 , In thc case b+ (Y) > 1, when the invariants do not. depend Oll the chamber structure,

they have been shown e.g. in [0], [L] and in the most general form in [F-S], In the case when X is

a simply conneeted 4-manifold with b+ = 1 I learned the blowup formulas from [K-L]. They then

depend on the ehamber structure.

Definition 2.5. (see [Ko]). Let C C H 2 (X,lR)+ be achamber of type (w, N). Achamber Co C

H2(X,IR)+ oftype (w,N) (resp. Ce C }J2(X,lR.)+ of type (w+ e,N + 1) is said to be related Lo C

if and only if C is contained in the closure Co (resp in Ce).
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By (T] the formulas of [F-S] also hold for X with b+(X) = II we will however only need a quite

easy special case (see e.g. [1<0] and [S], ex. 11).

Theorenl 2.6. Let C C }f2(X, lR)+ be achamber of type (w, NL (md Let Co C H 2(X, lR)+ (7'esp.

Ce C J[2(.IY , llt)+) be related chambers oftypes (w , N) (resp. (w+e , N +1)). Thenfor all 0: E AN(X)

and ß E AN_2 (X) for which both sides are defined we have

(Oh

(l)b

(2)b

(3)b

2.3. Extension ofwnll-crossingformulas. We want to extend theorem 2.3 from SymN (H2(X ,'0))

to AN(X), For this we have to extend the definition of 6f.N' In the case that ~ is divisible by 2

(i.e. w = 0) we also have to extcnd the definition of <l>~',~ to classcs not in the stable range. For

technical reasons we also redefine the 6{N in case the intersection form on H2 (X ,71) is even or the

rank of H 2 (X, 7l) is at most 2. It should not be c1ifficult to prove that this definition agrees with

that of [K-M], but we only need that theorem 2.3 still holds.

Definition 2.7. (1) Let N =4C2-3 for C2 E 7l. Let C be achamber oftype (0 , N) in H2(X I R)+

and Ce a related chamber of type (e, N + 1) on S:. Then we put for all 0: E AN(X)

xc X C ~
<I>o,iv(a) := <I>E:,./'+dEo:).

Note that (l)b above guaranties that our definition restriets to thc standard definition if a

is in the stable range.

(2) Let € E H2 (X , 7l..) with E,2 < O. \Ve extencl the definition of 6{N by putting 8tN := 0 if

E. does not define a wall of type (N) (i.e. if e is not congruent ot N + 3 modulo 4 or

N +3+<2< 0).

(3) Assurne now that the intersection form on H 2(X ,71) is even or the rank of H 2(X ,71) is at

most 2 or that € is divisible by 2 in H 2(X,71.). Then we put for a E SymN (H2(X ,Q))

of,N(a) := E(-1)n- 18f:(2n+l)E,N+l (Ba).
nEZ

Note that by (1) the sum runs in fact only th rough integers n wi th (2n + 1)2 ~ N + 4 + E. 2.

(4) Assume t hat EJ't' N (pr ß) is al ready defined fer all m for Y = X #mrF2 for RB N, all ~ E
f/,

H 2(Y,71) with <2 < 0 and aB ß E SymN- 2r (H2(Y,!Q)). Then we put

rY (r+l )._ ""'( l)nrY (E-3 r )
ueN P Cl'.- L.J - o€+(2n+l)E,N+l P Q'

nEZ

for a11 0: E SymN-2r-2(H2{Y, Q)). Again by (1) thc SUIll runs only through n with (2n+1)2 ~

N + 4 + <2.
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As a rcasonably straightforward applieation of theorem 3.;~ we ean determine all the Donaldson

invariants of the projective plane IF2.

TheorelU 3.5. We denole by Vi a primitive 8-lh mol of unity and by H in H 2(P2, /Z,) lhe hyperplane

dass. Put

en(z, x, T) := exp ((n/2)Viz/ f(T) - i(z' /2)(2G,(2T)+e3(2T))/ f(T)' - 3ixe3(2T)/ f(T)') ß~\~i;T)'

Then

(1) <f>~2(exp(H z + px)) = resq=o ( L (_I)(n+I)/2q(a:l-n:l)/4 en (Z, X, T)f(T)) dq/q .
..>0 ~'u

">A ....

(2) <f>~2(exp(H z + px)) = resq=o ( A>~". (_1)(a-I)/2 q(a:l-n:l)/4 2~en (z, x, T)) dq / q.

,,> .. •,U

In (2) we have used definition 2.7 to define <I>~2(HN-2rpr) for r 2: (N -5)/4. One can check that (up

to different sign conventions) (1) and (2) agree with the €:l;plicit computations in [K-L] and [E-G2].

Praof. (of theorem 3.5 from theorem 3.3). Let Y be the blowup of P 2 in a point, and let E E H 2 (Y,:;l)

be the dass of the exceptional divisor. Let F = H - E bc thc dass of a fibre of f,he ruling Y --+ JIP I.

Fix a nonnegati ve integer N. By lemma 2.9 we get for f > 0 suffieient,ly sm all <I> ~~',~+(E = 0 =

<I>~'J~~(IE. On the other hand the ehamber of H - f.E is related to t,he polarisation JJ of lP'2. Thus

we obtain by thc blowu p formu las (0) band (1) b th at ~~l~N = <fl~',%-fE ancl <I>~,N = q>~',%+.~E. SO we

get by theorem 2.3 (and lemma 4.1 below) the formulas

t>. '"' r.<e+3)+(€-1l):l}, r: -
eJ>Il(exp(Hz + px)) = ~ Vi 6€ (exp(-viJJz + ipx)),

€EW[(F,H)

r· '"' r.<€:l+3)+(€-E):l y r: . . r: •
<l>o"(exp(Hz + px)) ~ Vi' 6( (-viEexp(-viHz + ipx)).

(EW';(F,H)

It is easy to see that

y
Wh (F, H)

W;(F,H)

{(2n - l)H - 2aE I Cl 2: n E :;l>o},

{2nH - (2(( - l)E I(/.> nE /z,>o}.

., ., d(:l+3)+((_1I):l ()/..
l<or ~ = nH - aE we get _€2/4 = (a 2 - n2 )/4. Furl,hermore '11- = (-1) n+I 2 If n IS

dd d · d r.<'(2+3 )+(e-E):l 'a+2'f' d' dd Tl I' r: b J:o an alsevenan VI' =1 I nlsevenan also. _.IUS,repaclflg-v 1 yVl,

(1) follows directly by applying theorem 3.3. (2) follows the same way using tImt

o

6[ (-JiEexp(-JiHz + ipx)) !!... (6[ (exp( -Vi(Ew + Hz) + ipx))) \
dw w=o
resq=o (q-e/ 4 d(~ (gf2( -Vi(Ew + iJ z), ix ,T))lw=o)'
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(a)

Renlark 3.6. The arguments in section 6 of [E-G2] show that, using theorem 3.3 and the blowup

formulas! we can get explicit generating funetions ror all the Donaldson invariants of all rational

surfaces S in all chambers of H 2 (S, IR.)+. In [I<-L] it had been shown (also llsing the blowup formulas)

that the wall-crossing terms on lll'2#2F2 determine thc Donaldson invariants on JIP 2 and lll'l X UD I .

4. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM

\Ve give abrief outline of the argument. Let ~ E H 2(X , :E) define a wall of type (w! N), and

let C_ and C+ be the two chambers separated by 11l( Thc related chambers C- o and C+o of type

(w, N) (resp. C- e and C+e of type (w + e, N + 1)) on }? are IlOW separated by several walls. \Ve

can express O[,N by first applying the blowup formula to the pair C_ , C- o of related chambers! then

summing up the wall-crossing formulas for aB walls bctwecll C- o and C+D and finaBy applying again

the blowup formula for C+! C+o (and similarly for C- e1 C+e ). The blowup formulas (O)b-(3)b from

2.6 will give relations (O)r-(3)r between the O[,N and thc OEN. Using conjecture 1.1 we encode

this information (for all blowups of X) in a suitablc gencrating funetion Ax in several variables.

Then we can translate (O)r~(3)r into differential eqllations (O)d-(3)d far Ax! which determine Ax

up to ffiultiplication by a funetion AX (T). We finally detcrmine AX (T) by specializing to the case

X = UD 1 X IF1 and applying lemma 2.9.

Lenlrna 4.1. Let w be the reduction modulo 2 0/ Cl E H2(X!:E), and let N be a nonnegatiue integer.

Let 9_ and 9+ be two metnes on X I whose period poillts w(g_) olld W(9+) do not lie on a wall 0/ type

(w! N). We denole vV := W~N(W(g-),W(9+)). Thell we haue fo1' oll 0' E AN(X) and ß E AN- 2(X):

<r>X,9+ (0') _ <t>X,9- (0') = '""" (_1)t(c 1 ,e,N)oX (0')
cl,N cl,N L !;.,N !

!;.EW

~X,9+ (0') _ <t>X,9- (a) = '""" (-1 )C(CI ,e,N) '""" oX (0')c\,N cl,N L L (+20E !

!;.EW oEZ

q>X,9+ (a) _ <p X ,9- (a) = '"'" (_I)c(cl,e,N) ,"",(_I)'1-1 0X (Ea)cl,N cl,N L L e+(20+1)E,N+1'
(EW oEZ

o= L (_l)t(c\,e,N) L Oft20E,N(ß2ß),
(EW oEZ

<l>X,9+ (pß) - ~X,9- (pß) = '""" (_I)t(c 1 ,e,N) '""'(_l)OoX· (F;3ß).
cl,N c\,N L L..J (+(20+1)E,N+1

!;.EW oEZ

(a) says that theorem 2.3 extends to our definition of OfN.

Proof. \Ve assurne that N is congruent to 3 - ci modulo 4 (otherwise both sidcs of (a), (O)r~(3)r

are trivially zero). Let C_ and C+ be the chambers or type (w , N) of w(g_) and w(g+) respectively.

Let C- o and C+o (resp. C- tJ allel C+ tJ ) be related eh ambers in H2(/~! IR)+ or type (w, N) (resp.

(w+e,N+1)).

Claim:

W!N(C- 01 C+o) =
W!+e,N+l (C- tJ1 C+ tJ ) =

{~+2nEI~EW, nE:E, n2 ::;(N+3+e)/41,

{~+(2n+1)EI~EW, nE:E , (2n+l)2::;N+4+~2}.

9



In the case that tu = 0, we ass1Ime timt C- o anel C+o (resp. C- e and C+e ) lie on the same side

of W 2E (resp. W E) . The claim is essentially ob\' ious: Any 1] E W:N (C_ 0 l C+o) must be of the

form €+ 0' E for € E H'. By thc definition of a wall we see that 0' must be an even integer 2n

with n 2 :$ (N + 3 + €2)/4. On the other hand iL is obviolls tImt aU € + 2nE with ~ E Wand

n2 :$ (N + 3 + €2)/4 lie in ~,y?N (C- o, C+o). For l-v3+e N+l (C- e l C+c ) we argue analogously.

Using this descript ion of W:N (C_ 0 l C+o) anel {,y!+e ,N+1 (C_ e , C+e ) l we see that for X wi th

b2 (X) > 2 and odd interseetion form and 0' E SymN (H 2(X, Q)) anel ß E Sym N
-

2(H 2(X, Q)L
the formulas (0),.-(3),. are just straightforward translations of (0)b-(3)b (note that €(Cl1€lN)

€(Cl + E l €+ (2n + l)E, N + 1) is congruent to n - 1 modulo 2).

Now assume that the intersection form o! X is even or b2 (X) :$ 2 or € is d ivisible by 2 in I!2 (X, Z) .

Then definition 2.7, the description of VV~N(C-e,C+e) and (I)b imply immediately that (a) holds

for all 0' E SymN (H2(X, Q)). \Vc show (0),.-(3),. for 0' E SymN (H 2(X l 'Ol)) (we only carry out the

case of (0),., the other cases are analogaus .) Let}( := 1Y #fP2 , we denote by F t,he generator of

H 2 (F2l U::). Then by definition 2.7 and (0),. for Jt we get

epx,c+ (0') _ epx,c_ (0') = ""'" ""'" ( 1)11I+1 0X (E )ci,N ci,N L...J L...J - {+(2m+l)E,N+l < 0'

{EW mEZ

L L L (-1)m+l 0f:2nF+(2m+l)E,N+l (Ba)
{EW nEZmEZ

= L L Ot+2nE,N(ex).
{EW nEZ

Now let X be general. We assume (aL (0),.-(3),. for all blowups Y of X anel all c1asses 0' = piß

with ß E SymX(H 2(Y,Q)) for some k. Then (3),. implies immediately (a) for pa. The proof of (0),.

(3),. for pa is analogOllS to the last sedion. We on Iy carry Oll t the case of (1),.. Let Y := Y#TF2l we

denote by F the generator of H 2(F21 Z). \Ve get by definition 2.7

L L(-ltof~(2n+l)E,N+l(E3
cr)

{EW nEZ

L L L (-lt( -1)'n-lo[~(2n+l)E+(2m+l)FlN+2(FE3 0')
{EW nEZmEZ

L L (-1)11I-1 0rr{2m+l)B,N+l (Epa).
{EW mEZ

D

LeOlllla 4.2. For € E H 2 (X, Z) we get

as a map LN~O SymN (H2 (X, Q)) ---+ Q.

Fraof.

( ) • x d
X

( 2) Iexp L({+nE l/2 + Qx (E .) = dwx exp (L( - l1w)/2 + Qx - tu W=Ol

and the result follows by induction. D
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ReUIRrk 4.3. Using defm ition 2.7, lemma 4.2 and easy incluction we see t hat conjecture 1.1 implies

that 6[,N (pr.) is a polynomial in L€/2 and Qx with coefficients only depending on N, €2, rand the

homotopy type of X.

Definition 4.4. For all b 2: 0 let X(b):= x#bfffi2 . Let l,k,7',b E IZ, put N:= 1+2k+2r, and

assume that there exists a class ~ E H 2(X(b), IZ) with w =€2/4 < O. Then we put

l!k! X(b) .1'

P(l,k,T,b,tu):=(l k)lCocffLI Q* 6(N(p.),+ 2' . U'J X(b) <"

(By definition P(l, k, r, b, w) will be zero if ~ does not, defille a wall of type (N) or if one of I, k, ", b

is negative). Note that P(l, k, r, b, w) is well defined: By conjecture 1.1 and remark 4.3 6~f:) (pr.) is

a polynomial in L€/2 and QX(b)' As b2(X) > 1, the monomials L~/2Q~(b) are linearly independent

as 1inear maps Syml+2k (H 2 (X, Q)) --7 Q, thereforc t he cocfficicnts of L~12Q~ (b) in 6tf:) (pr.) are

well-defined. Finally, again by conjecture 1.1 they depend only on the numbers I, k, T, b, w.

LenllllR 4.5. FOT all (l, k, r, b, w) with b ~ 0, if the left hand side of the equations below is well

defined, theu the ,-ight hand side is also, and

(0)$ P(l, k, r, b, w) =L P(l, k,,', b+ 1, w - n 2
),

nEZ

(1)6 P(l, k, r, b, tu) = L (-lt (n + 1/2)P(l + 1, k, ", b+ 1, tu - (n + 1/2)2),
nEZ

(2) $ L n 2P (I, k, r ,b + 1, w - n
2) =2L P (I - 2) k + 1, 1', b+ I, W - n

2) ,
nEZ nEZ

(3)$ P(l, k, r+ 1, b, w) =L(-lt+1 ((n + 1/2fp(l + 3, k,,., b+ J, tu - (n + 1/2)2)
nEZ

- 6(n + 1/2)P(l +11 k + 1,7\ b+ lltv - (n +1/2)2)).

Proof Take (l,k,r,b,w) slIch that there exists a class € E H 2 (X(b),Z) with tu:= €2/4 < O. Let

N := 1+ 2k + 2r. We can assume that €defines a wall of type (N) (otherwise both sides of (0)$-(3)6

are trivially zero).

Assume first that b2 (X) > 2 and that in addition the intersection form on H 2 (X, IZ) is odd, or

b > O. Then we can fi nd an 1] which is not divisible in H 2 (X (b), IZ) wi th .,,2 =<2. (Thc intersection

form is (1) EB (_l)\Ilb';l(X(b))-11 therefore we can find orthogonal classcs h, Cl, e2 with QX(b) (h) =
1 = -QX(b)(eI) = -QX(b)(e2), and we put '1 := nh + (n + 1)el (resp. '7:= nh + (n + l)el + e2) if

~2 = -(2n + 1) (resp. e ~ -(2n + 2)) for n E Z>o.)

We can therefore assume that € is not divisible in H 2 (X(b), IZ). Let C_ and C+ be the two

chambers separated by H1€, with ~ . lL < 0 < € . ä+ for a_ E C_ and a+ E C+. Assume that

N + 3 + 4<2 < O. Then ~l1:~)(a_,a+) = {€}. Therefore we can replace <t>~:~,c+ - <I>~:~'C- in

(0)r-(3)r by (-1 )((Cll€.N)6~f:). Now we apply lemma 4,2 anel thc definition of thc P(i, k, r l b, w) to

obtain the result.

Finally, if m := N +3 +4~2 ~ 0 we make induction over m. So we assume that the result is true

for aB m' < m. Then W:~)(a_la+)= {€}UWm , where the classes TJ E H'm satisfy N +3+.,,2 < m.

So by induction the result holds for all ." E Wm and tlms by lemma 4.1 also for €. 0
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\\Te want to use the P(l,k,T,b,w) as the coefficients of apower series, which should solve a

system of differential eqllations. This does not work directly, because in the moment we have only

coefficients wi th w < o. So we have to 1) complete" the coeffici ents, i. e. to defi ne the P (l, k, r', b, w)

for aBI, k, T, b, w by making use of relation (1),.

Definition 4.6. For aBI, k,1', bE Z and aB wEtZ define inductively P(l, k,1', b, w) by

(1) Ir w =€2/4 < 0 for € E H 2 (X(b), Z), then apply definition 4.4.

(2) We put

P(l, k,r', b, w) := L(-lt(n + 1/2)P(l + I, k, T, b+ l,w - (n + 1/2)2),
nEZ

whenever the right hand side is already defined inductivly by (1) anel (2), Note that the

SUffi is again finite.

We check that thc P(l, k, T, b, w) are well-defined. For this we have to sec (a), that (1) and (2) give

the same P (I, k, 1', bl w) whenever both apply, but th is is the contents of relation (1) ~; anel (b), that,

the above definition determines P(l, k, 1', b, w) for each 5-tuple (l, k, 7', b, w) E Z4 X tlZ. Ir w :5 0,

then there exist on X{l) for all n E Z classes T]n wit.h TJ~ = 4w - (2n + 1)2 < 0 (as the intersection

form on X{l) is odd and of rank;::: 3), and thus P(l, k, 1', b l w) is defined by (2). Now assume that

P(l, k, 1', b, w') is defined for all I, k, 1', band aB w' < w. Then we use again (2) to define P(l, k, 1', b, w).

We put

Ax(L,Qlx,t,,) :=

where again, E lliI and q = e2JriT
.

Ax now encodes all the wall-crossing formulas for all blowlIps of X.

Remark 4.7. Let € E H 2(X(b),Z) be a class with e < O. Tlten for all 0' E lJ 2(X(b),Q)

J{(b) (exp(o:z + px)) = resq=o (:>q-(' /4A x ((02· o:)z, Qx(o:)z', x, t, r)dq/ q) 1.=0.

Proof. This follows directly from the definition, 0

Leluma 4.8. Ax satisjies the differential eqtwtions

(3)a

8
B(r) 8t Ax = Ax ,

3 8 8
1](2r) - -Ax = Ax

8L 8t '
8 d ö2

2B( r) BQ Ax = (q dq 0(,)) 8L2 Ax,

8 d 3 83 8 3 8 8 8
-Ax = (q-1](2,) )--Ax - 61](2r) ---Ax.
8x dq 8L3 8t öL 8Q 8t
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Proof. 'Ne first want to see that the relations (0)8-(3)8 hold for all (l, k, T, b, w) E 114 X ~ Il, i.e. that

the recursi ve definition is eornpatible with (0)8-(3)8' The proof is sim i lar in all cases, so we j ust do

(0),. \Ve assume that (0), holds for aB (1, k, r, b, w') with tu' < tu. Then we get

P(l,k,r,b,w) = I)-l)n(n+ 1/2)P(l+ l,k,r,b+ l,w- (n+ 1/2)2)
nEZ

= L (-lt(71 + 1/2)P(l + 1, k, l', b+ 2, w - (n + 1/2)2 - m 2
)

n,mEZ

= LP(l+1,k,r,b+2,w-m2
).

mEZ

\Ve now translate (0),-(3), into differential equations (O)d-(3)d:

Ax =

Similarly we get

Ax =

and (1)d follows from remark 3.2. Furthermore

Finally we get

8
-Ax
8x

'""'" P(l k b ) '"""'(_1)n+1 ((n + 1/2)3 I)-3Qk
LJ "r, I tu LJ (l- 3) !k!

(I,k,r,b,w) nEZ

_ 6(n + 1/2)L1- 1Qk-l) xr tb- 1qw+(n+l!2)'J

(l- l)!(k - I)! r1(b - I)!

d 3 83 8 3 {J 8 8
= (q dq 1](21) )8L3 ät Ax - 61](21) 8L {JQ 8i. Ax .

D
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Lenlllia 4.9. Putting AX (r) := Ax (0,0,0,0, r) we oblain

Ax =exp (LI f(r) - (Q/2)(2G2(2r) + e3(2r))I/(r)2 - 3xe3(2r)1 j(r)2 - O(r)t) AX (r).

Proof. Using remark 3.2 we can reformulate (0)d~(3)d as

{)
-A x{)t
{)
-Ax
BQ

{)
-AxBx

{)
= Ax 10(r), {)L Ax = Ax I j(r),

1
2q(dlo~(O(r)))Ax//(r)2, .

= q (dlo~(1](2r)3))Ax I j(rf - 3q(d 10~(O(r)))Ax I f(r)2.

So the result follows by remark 3.2. 0

To finish the proof of theorem 3.3 we now only havc io ideniify Ax.

LeUlnlR 4.10. AX = ß(2r)exp(-O(r)o-(X))/j(r)11 = j(r).ß(2r)2/(t.l(r)ß(4r)) exp(-O(r)O"(X)).

Proof. We first show thai is is enough to prove this result ill case X = IJD 1 X !!PI' We note that by

lemma 4.9 the statement for a variety Y and Y= Y #fiii2 are equivalent. It is therefore enough to

show it for 5:. X has odd intersection form and a := b2 ( ..Y) - 1 2: 2. So it is homotopy-equivalent

to IJD2#aiF2 = (JP!1 x JP!t}#(a - 1)fiii2. As 6f only depends on the hOlTlotopy type of X, it is enough

to show the result for lll'l X PI. This is in fact the only time in our argument where we use that iSt
depends on the homotopy type of X, rather then o~ X itself.

Let F, G E H 2(IF1 X 1F1,Z) be thc classcs of the fibres of thc two projcctions to JP!1. Let k E 1Z>0

and N := 4k - 1. Then lemma 2.9 gives that <f>~~6,I:+(G = ~~~6,NG+(F =°for all sufficiently

small f > 0. In particular we have for all k >°
(_l)k+l L (_ly(F+G,{,4k-I\SrIXPl(2G4k-l) =o.

(Ew:.+.:IP1(F,G)

Here WJ-+.;P1(F, C) = {(2n-l) F-(2m-l)C In, mE /Z>o}, ami (_1)k+l+t(F+G,(2n-l)F-(2m-l)G,4k-l) =
(_l)n+m. Applying lemma 4.9 we get

(*) resq:;;;o ( L (_1)"+m q!(2n-I)(2m-I)(2n - 1)4k-1 f(r)-4k+1 AIr1xP l (r) ~q) =0.
n,mEZ>o

Note that, by remark 3.4, AP1xP I = q-3/4X where >.. =L liqi is apower series in q. Also f(r) = ql/4J

with fa power series in q with constant term 1. It is well-known ([Ko]'[K-M]) that 5~:.x3Ij((2G)3)= 1.

Thus we get Lo = 1. (*) gives for each k 2: 1 the rec\lrsive relation

L (-1)"+m(2n _1)4k- 1Coeffqk_:i","+n+," (XI j4k-l) = 0,
n,m>O

i.e., putting Ak := Lj<k ljqj wc obtain

lk = - L (-1)n+m(2n - 1)4k- 1Cocffqk_:Jnn>+n+", (>"klJ4k-I).
o,m>O
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So we see that ..\.p1 X i" I is llniquely determ ined by (*). \Ve pli t

Ih(,):= L (_lt+mqt(2n-l)(2m-l)(2n _1)4k-16.(,)/f(,/2)4k+lO.

n,mEZ>o

Then the lemma follows from the following lemma (the proof of which is due to Don Zagier). D

Leuuna 4.11. reSq=oHk(')~= O.

Proof. We start by rewriting Ih(')'

00L (_I)n+m q(n-l/2)(m-l/2)(2n - 1)4k-l = L (-I)(d-l)/2 u4k _1(d)qd/4

n,m>O d odd

1 -=2i(G4k((' + 1)/4) - G4k((' -1)/4)) =: G4k(,L

where G4k(') is the Eisenstein series. \Ve write <p := f(,/2)2 = (1](,/2)1](2')/1](T))4 . Then we have

Hk(T) = G4k (T)6.(T)/4'2k+5. We want to show that Hk(T) is a modular form of weight 2 for the

8-group

f9 := {A E SL(2,Z} IA == G~) Q1'A == (~ ~) modulo 2}.

The operation of r e is generated by 1 ~ 1 + 2 and 1 ~ -1 /T. \Ve see that. G4k (, + 2) = -G4k (,),

Now we write

(,-1)/4 (,+1)/4
(-I/T+l)/4= 4(T-l)/4+1' (-I/T-l)/4= -4(T+l)/4+1'

and use that G4dT) is a modular form of weight 4k for 5L(2,;EL to obtain that

- 1(4 4 ) 4-G4k (-I/T) = 2i T G4k((T -1)/4) - T G4k((T + 1)/4) = -T G4k(T).

Furthermore we see by 4'(T)6 = 6.(T/2)6.(2T)/6.('L that tP(-I/T)6 = T12tP(,)6, i.e. 4'(-I/T) =
wI24'(,) for a 6-th root of unity w. Putting T:= i we get tP(i) = -w4'(-l/iL i.e. W = -1. We also

obviously have 4' (T + 2) = -4'(T). Pu t ting this together anel usi ng the fact that 6. (T) is a modul ar

form of weight 12 for 5L (2, 7l) we finally see that HdT) is a mod uIar form of weight 2 for r e. In

other words Hk(T)dq/q = 27riIh(T)dT is a differential form on the rational ellrve IHI/re , holornorpllie

out of the eusps T = 1 and T = 00 (i.e. q = 0). \Ve show that Hk (T) is holomorphic at 1 = 1. 6.(T)

anel G4k (T) are 0 bviollsly holomorphic at T =1. \Ve now pu t T :=1 - 1/z and use agai n that 6. (T)

is a modular form of weight 12 for 5L(2,;E) anel writc 1/2 - 1/(2z) = 2(~~-1)%~1 {,oobtain

4'(,)6 = 6.(1/2 - 1/(2z))6.(-2/z) = zI26.((Z - 1)/2){z/2) I2Ö(z/2) = _(Z/2)12 ~(Z)2.
Ö(-I/z) z12ß(z) Ö(2z)

So for z = 00, (i.e. T = 1) the modular form ljJ (T) is hololllorph ie anel does not vanish. Thus also

Hk(T) is holomorphic at T = 1. Thus the residue theorem implies tlmt resq=o(27riHk(T)dT) = O. D

Remark 4.12. As noted above, we have used that by conjecture 1.1 Sf,N depends only on the

homotopy type X rather then just on X only in the reduction above to PI X PI. In partieular,

without assuming this, our proof still shows theorem :~.3 for X a rational sllrface, and therefore also

theorem 3.5.
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[H-P]

5. POSSIBLE GENERALIZATIONS

It should be possible io prove the blowup formulas and also conjecture 1.1 for 4-manifolds X with

b+(X) = 1 and bdX) = 0 (i.e dropping the assumptioIl that. X is simply-connected). If we assume

these generalizations, then aH our arguments in the proof of theorem a.3 work in this more general

case except for the reduction to !PlI X IF 1 at the beginni ng of ihe proof of lemma 4.10. So we get

Corollary 5.1. Assume that the blowup form ulas 2.6 and conjeclure 1.t hold Jor all for 4- manifolds

Y with b+(Y) = 1 and bI(Y) = 0, Then for all X with b+(X) = 1 ond b1(X) =0, oll ~ in H 2(X,'2)

with ~2 < 0 and all a E f{2(X, Q) we haue

Ef (exp(az + px)) = resq=o(g[ (az, X, T)A[X](T).6.(T).6.(4T)j(f(T).6.(2T)2))dqjq,

where gf is the generating Junction Jrom theorem 3.3 and A[X](T) is q-3/4 multiplied with an un

known power series ,x[X] (q) in q, wh ich depends only on th e equivalence dass [XL where X and Y

are equivalent iJ X #kTF2 and Y #kTF2 are homotopy equivalent J01' some k.

The results of [8-G 1] suggcst thai the dependence of A[X] (T) on X ShOldd be very simple.

COlljecture 5.2. A[X] (q) = H2f(T).6.(2T)2 j(.6.(T)~(4T)), J01' n2 the number oJ 2-torsion points m

H 2 (X, '2).
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